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Monetizable Value Creation: How Industrial-IoT 

Delivers With Analytics 
 

 



 

Revisiting Industrial-IoT’s Raison d’Etre 
Mention about the new age of Industrial IoT to a manufacturing veteran, and you will get a hearty laugh. 

IIoT is not a new concept. It has a history going back over 30 years. It was known by a different name 

then – Embedded Process Control. It lacked the benefits of digital technology enablers (digital sensors, 

cloud, cheap and open-sourced tools for advanced analytics & visualization, offsite data-storage and 

data-management tools and finally, the ability to manage processes remotely via the Internet.   

We have the ability to look at the big picture of manufacturing production strategy, while simultaneously 

zooming into fine-grained details of individual production component performance. Often without human 

intervention human to make it happen.  

At its heart, industrial IoT is a hierarchy of management across multiple asset classes, all connected by 

process-engineering design principles and limited by physics-design principles. 

 

At the narrow top of this hierarchy lies Asset Health – an individual pump, a compressor, a wind-

turbine, a jet-engine, a HVAC chiller. Each machine is “sensored” to generate a stream of data about 

parameters that indicate their health. In a perfect world, one may monitor every heart-beat from every part 

of the machine thereby making available perfect information about its functional health.  In real life 

however, monitoring parameters are limited by our physical ability to sense and measure performance 

parameters directly. Hence the importance of inference.  Think of Asset Health as a non- linear equation 

where the machine operation is a function of a set of parameters with unknown degrees of importance.  

ASSET-HEALTH = a*(Parameter 1) + b*(Parameter 2) + c*(Parameter 3) + ……. 

Examples of specific metrics used in a plant environment are “Time to Failure” & “Probability of 
Failure”. How an asset ages relative to its operation and exposure (fatigue, stress, corrosion and other 
indicators) can be predicted. The information can then be used to optimize maintenance vs. mission 
reliability of each asset as well as the entire operating system. Prognostic models can be used to detect 
causes for improved asset failure mode. Life-duration models and anomaly detection models can 
increase accuracy of production machine life curves and further personalize maintenance needs, 
management and reduced unplanned downtime. For example, the health score of a valve in an oil-
refining facility may take sensor data on flow, input pressure, output pressure along with data from an 
infra-red sensor inspection equipment. It may also take into account text inputs from maintenance 
records. 
 



 

The next level is Process Health. A manufacturing operation usually has many such processes, each 

enlisting the support of multiple and types of machines to deliver on its goals. Think of this as a higher 

order equation where process output is a function of a set of interconnected machines all with an equal 

degree of importance.  The importance of equal importance lies in their interconnectedness. In a chain of 

machines, a failure in one is designed to shut down the entire process. However, even machines of the 

same design type may exhibit differential behaviors under different environments. 

PROCESS-HEALTH = x*(Asset 1) + y*(Asset 2) + z*(Asset 3) + ……. 

Decisions enabled by the Process-Health metric may include local optimization of materials and labor 
based on throughput and timing as a function of variation and interdependencies. It also enables a new 
paradigm where maintenance is scheduled based on condition rather than on fixed calendar dates.  
GE Power (among others) leverage plant thermodynamic models to predict plant performance under 
different operating conditions, dispatch modes and grid (or customer) requirements both under steady 
state as well as transient operation. The model uses GE gas turbine power plant design knowledge and 
advanced computational methods to accelerate the execution time and enables real time decision-
making. Engineers define each plant component and how those components connect to each other. A 
heat-balance engine contains the fundamental physics of each component in the power plant as well as a 
“solver” that controls how these components interact such that the final result complies with the laws and 
principles of thermodynamics. This creates the as-designed model of the power plant. (See an earlier 
article “An Experience Layer For Industrial Internet”) 

At the broad base of this hierarchy lies overall productivity of a manufacturing operation Productivity 

Health. This metric relies on the coordinated operation of multiple processes to maximize a specific 

production output specified by its process-design, and controlled by its owner’s business goals. An 

additional layer of complexity occurs in the case of fleets, where an owner is required to orchestrate a 

combination of multiple production operations and their individual behavioral “idiosyncrasies”.   

PRODUCTIVITY HEALTH = A*(Process 1) + B*(Process 2) + C*(Process 3) + ….. 

A specific metric used is OEE defined as (Availability) * (Performance) * (Quality).  Decisions enabled 

by Productivity Health metric include determinations to Make/Buy Plant Locations, Late Point 

Customizations, Inventory & Delivery Strategies to fulfill demand and lower cost. 

 

Machine-Driven Learning In An Industry 4.0 World 

In an analog manufacturing world with operator-run machines, the long experience of handling the same 

machine repeatedly led operators to develop a sixth-sense about their behaviors. They didn’t always 

need to open-the-hood to know what went wrong to diagnose failure causes. They could even sense 

ahead of time about an equipment condition often by listening to it. In the new digital world soon to be run 

by millennials, these plant operators are dying breeds. They carried a gold-mine of process knowledge in 

their heads. Knowledge that the world will soon lose forever when they start to retire, a process already 

begun. Millennials born into a digital world look at mobile apps as primary tools to run the world. Without 

the right training & knowledge-management strategies to capture manufacturing knowhow, and transfer 

this vast collective repository to the next generation, millennials would be hard pressed to find operations 

guidance. 

Industrial players are painfully aware of this silent thread. Many have launched initiatives to 

evolve technologies and management systems that capture collective operator knowledge built up over 

years of running plants. They are building systems and tools that enable newbie operators to come up to 

speed quickly. With an average company tenure of two years, “loyalty-lite” millennials change jobs more 

quickly than previous generations. The process of training & onboarding to reach target competency 

levels must be accelerated. Millennial work styles and preferences are company approaches to training 

and tools.  Honeywell, for example, has developed sophisticated competency assessment tools as part 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/spimes-service-avatars-digital-twins-praas-chaudhuri?trk=mp-reader-card


 

of its UniSim Competency Suite to retain knowledge in the workforce as seasoned employees retire. 

UniSim Tutor is a game-like tool in the suite that teaches users through its Diagnose and What-If 

evaluation methods based on plant-specific scenarios. Applications like Honeywell Pulse allow 

employees to connect with the process through global and personalized alerts and watchlists. 

An alternate strategy to tackle loss of knowledge repositories is applying analytics innovation in a 

massively scalable manner. Capturing bits of knowledge through supervised & unsupervised learning 

algorithms allow them to codify thought-processes of experienced plant operators into predictive analytics 

tools, without the barrier of prior deep domain knowledge of plant operations. 

 

Who Drives IIoT’s Monetizable Value Delivery Conversation 
 Monetizable Value Creation Must Be Led By Owners Of The IIoT Use-Case. Analytics Is The Last-

Mile On This Chain.    

I wrote about this last year in an earlier piece (“GE Must Drive Value In Industrial IoT”).  Value creation in 

IIoT rests with the player that “owns” the use-case and has ability to instrument its unique ecosystem 

entirely.  There are a handful of large global industrial players among large enterprises that can own, 

manage and drive value creation across entire value chains, and across a diverse portfolio of business 

use-cases. Some are familiar names – Honeywell, ABB, Siemens, Rolls Royce, United Technologies, GE, 

FlowServe. Industrial players with multi-business portfolios spanning multiple industry verticals. 

 
Every other participant in the value-chain plays a supporting role. The diversity of use-cases and problem 

domains that lend themselves to machine-learning driven predictive analytics is quite large.   

See my earlier piece on emerging monetization models   “IoT As An Evolving Paradigm” 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20141015175530-1035101-part-2-why-g-e-alone-must-define-a-future-vision-for-the-industrial-internet?trk=mp-reader-card
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/iot-evolving-paradigm-whitepaper-pras-chaudhuri?trk=mp-reader-card


 

What’s Driving IIoT Enterprise Spend 

IT Spend Budgets Are Shifting 
The centralized IT spend budgets that drove decision for software and hardware are now fragmenting 

steadily, and reside in multiple CXO boxes.    

 

 

Love In The Time Of Convergence: OT Meets IT In The Enterprise  
Up until the past decade, corporate IT and manufacturing IT typically referred to as operations technology 

(OT)—could not have been more separate. Even today the divide between the two persists at most 

industrial facilities. But this separation is growing narrower as Ethernet becomes the de facto plant floor 

network, remote access and data analysis initiatives proliferate, edge computing applications are 

deployed and supply chain network connections increase. 

 

-  
 

 



 

IIoT Spend Influence Is Moving To Enterprise Mainstream. Remains Distributed. 

The OT organizational silo that was restricted to making technology decisions about manufacturing & 

productivity is now beginning to include enterprise data as part of a broadening of IIoT’s definition and its 

impact. As a result multiple decision-makers must weigh-in and collaborate on an IIoT initiative in order to 

get a project off the ground. Depending on the country and its typical management culture, this 

collaborative team includes business-unit heads, finance, IT and others.   

1. A survey by IDC pointed to four different stakeholders playing the role of decision centers for IoT.  

- The enterprise IT organization 

- The internal business units 

- Newly created IoT business unit 

- External stakeholders – customers, partners, vendors. 

 

2. While IT still broadly dominates budget decisions related to IIoT initiatives, there is a lot of variation 

across countries, partly driven by management cultures. 

3. Awareness of IIoT’s path to value creation is one that remains a challenge among many large and 

medium enterprises. Less than 4% of enterprises report creating any monetizable value due to poorly 

thought out strategies underlying their IIoT initiatives.   

 

 

 



 

The Critical Role Analytics Plays For IIoT 

How Does IIoT Analytics Differ From Traditional Enterprise Analytics 
The goal of IIoT analytics is to create monetizable value and to enable new business model discovery.  

• IIoT Is About Impact Through Analytics. Not About Gadgets Or Hardware – sensors, 

communications protocols, platforms, bridges, tools. 

• It Differs From Prevailing Notions Of Enterprise Analytics – Rear-view mirror dashboarding & 

reporting is built on static or slow-refresh data. Simple Math, simple trendlines, pretty charts.  

• It May Be Unstructured Data – It is data from machines. Machines are subject to real-world 

environments. Can be error-prone. M2M data may not fit neatly into predefined data structures, nor 

be utilized FIFO. Many will wait for value discovery. 

• It May Fall Into Big Data Territory – Depending on the volume, variety, and velocity of data, one 

could expect between 10MB-10TB of data per industrial asset per day. 

• Contextual Knowledge Is A Key Differentiator – Industry Domain Experience. IIoT Architectures. 

Ecosystem Partnerships.  

• The “Smart” Data-Ecosystem May Be Complex – Identifying sources of data can be difficult 

when multiple players are involved. 

• IIoT Analytics Focuses On Forward Looking Scenarios – Demands interpreting data streaming 

from multiple sensors. It places probabilistic over deterministic. Places critical value on quantifying 

future uncertainty. Their correlation with our ability to predict future loss/failure.  

• IIoT Analytics Complete The Strategic-Decision Loop. It enables new learning about a process 

to inform a go-forward decision different from that typically made in the past. Analytics lies at the 

heart of our argument for IIoT’s monetizable value delivery capability. Players follow a wide range of 

practices. Some organizations building their their own proprietary analytics models & solutions for 

deployment on data generated from their own equipment installed-base. Others use vendors to 

integrate into their IIoT solution. A third group may choose to system integrator to bring in their own 

resources. 

 

Horizontal Machine-Learning Software Applications 
The missing element for value creation really is an ability to leverage an extensive (and fast growing) 

body of analytics algorithms and statistical tools made available by horizontal software application 

vendors, and bring them to bear on what are truly vertical industry specific problem domains.  The secret 

sauce of monetizable value creation is an ability to build the right models that take in a minimum number 

of input-variables (gathered from sensors), de-prioritizing the remainder, and (following a period of trial-

and-error) generates the ability to explain anomalous behavior of operational equipment with accuracy 

enough to be actionable, and also detect subtle drifts in incoming sensor data to identify as a new signal 

and to learn this set of newly emerging behaviors. 

Machine learning algorithms have a broad applicability, including the ability to 

1. Differentiate healthy-state from a non-healthy state of a machine 

2. Predict when a machine is reasonably close to failure 

3. Resolve a set of complex signals to identify multiple operating issues 

4. Group a set of machines with similar design-parameters into clusters based on their operational 

parameters 



 

5. Find the weak link. Benchmark a machine’s output performance, based on operational data from a 

set of similarly situated machines. 

6. Manage and prioritize a large set of input variables into smaller subsets of monitoring parameters that 

most impact their performance 

 

The primary goal of IIoT analytics in manufacturing is to sharpen focus on 

multiple goals in any production environment 

• Optimize cost of maintenance and repair by real-time fact-based scheduling decisions. 

• Minimize cost from catastrophic failures through early prediction of such possibilities 

• Predict possibilities of output disruptions 

• Minimize decision errors and fine-tune implicit business rules for management 

 

 

A strong data-signal of impending catastrophic event in a physical machine is often the function 

of tiny (noisy) signals being emitted from smaller, subliminal events upstream to it. Events that a 

human operator may not prioritize in the course of a day's normal operation at a power-generation 

or an oil-drilling rig. 

 

 



 

Take A Strategic Path To Building IIoT-Analytics Competency  

 

Enterprise IIoT Analytics Competency Evolves Along A Three-Stage Maturity 
The ArcInsight Partners’ methodology broadly describes this as below.  

 

1. Descriptive Analytics: dashboards and visualizations. Report on past, present or future data with 
visualizations 

2. Real-Time Analytics Using Rules Engines:  

3. Predictive Analytics Using Statistics:  predictive analytics performed as a post process yielding a 
prediction and confidence level  

 

Look to predictive analytics solutions for “real” monetizable business-value.  
But do recognize Predictive Analytics is half data-wrangling, and half statistical model building. A data 

scientist’s view of the design for a machine-learning based predictive system typically comprises the 

following components working together. 

1. Raw Data: The raw data source (database or IoT gateway access) or files.  

2. Data Views: Views on the problem defined as queries or flat files 

3. Data Partitions: Splitting of data views into cross-validation folds, test/train folds and any other folds 
needed to evaluate models and make predictions for the competition. 

4. Analysis Reports: Summarization of a data view using descriptive statistics and plots. 

5. Models: Machine learning algorithm and configuration that together with input data is used to 
construct a model just-in-time. 

6. Model Outputs: The raw results for models on all data partitions for all data views. 

7. Blends: Ensemble algorithms and configurations designed to create blends of model outputs for all 
data partitions on all data views. 



 

8. Scoreboard: Local scoreboard that describes all completed runs and their scores that can be sorted 
and summarized. 

9. Predictions: “Submittable” predictions for uploading to dashboard used for benchmarking equipment 
performance against a universe of hundreds (thousands) of similar equipment. 

 

 
An Overview Of The Machine Learning Process (Source: NIST) 

 

 



 

Ecosystem-Thinking Is Foundational To IIoT Value Creation. 

Look For Value In Ecosystem Data 
Too often we focus too narrowly on the local problem at hand. While this generates a great local solution, 

often this does not translate into monetizable value for the enterprise. To uncover and define a real 

business problem may often require instrumenting the extended enterprise. In the process of framing an 

operational problem for predictive analytics, it helps to step back and look at the bigger picture.  Machine-

learning is not a solution for every problem. (See an earlier piece about Enterprise Digital 

Transformations “Digital DNA”) 

A shift in our own perspective serves the client better than hitting every nail using the only 

hammer in our tool belt. 

Connected Data-Ecosystems Drive Better Decisions With Analytics 
An Example From Financial Services Industry: InsurTech represents a macro trend taking over the 

auto insurance industry by forcing a rethink their insurance business models, by identifying modules 

within their own value chain that need to be transformed or reinvented with the help of technology and 

predictive analytics. An auto insurance company with 10 million policyholders may write price insurance 

policies based on individual driving behavior and local driving conditions. To do this, the company uses 

hourly records from thousands of weather stations – more than a million records a month, while pulling 

real time telematics data from more than 2 million vehicles. In the process, the company creates a 

monetizable insight collected from over 10 billion miles of driving data. The new process not only created 

new data-sets that allowed better risk-pricing models, it also enabled improved relationships with its 

customers by capturing numerous touchpoints during the customer journey not done previously. No 

surprise therefore that UBI based pricing models are poised to take on a growing share of an auto 

insurance company's premium writing business. 

An Example From Automotive Industry: Our advisory work with a specialty high-performance race tire 

manufacturer recently transformed our problem perspective from failure-prediction focus to a better 

digital-engagement focus for their retail clients. We will publish a case study soon about this experience. 

A Data Ecosystem Map Example 

 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/dna-digital-litmus-test-transformations-praas-chaudhuri?trk=mp-reader-card


 

IIoT Strategy Advisory Firms Have Skills To Help Bridge Insight Gaps. 
IIoT strategy advisory groups are typically comprised of strategy consultants with broader skillsets that 

understand the engineering aspects of their problem domain, as well as the business aspects. They have 

arms-length relationships with vendors in the technology value chain, and as such are under no 

pressures or obligations to push one solution over another.  

Additionally they have a much clearer cross-industry view that allows them to see interconnections across 

the ecosystem for their clients, much more clearly than they themselves sometimes can.  Because of their 

operating experiences in multiple industry verticals, geographies and technologies, IIoT strategy advisors 

often see ecosystem data-chain opportunities much earlier than their clients. Additional, their training in 

bisociate thinking also allows them the unique ability to cross-pollinate ideas from one problem domain to 

an entirely unrelated problem domain. 

 

 
 

 



 

PLM & Augmented Reality Complement IIoT’s Value Delivery Goals  

Its interesting to observe the increasing importance of tools and systems we have seen before in a 

different avatar.  
 

Product Lifecycle Management:  PLM as we have known them before take on a whole new 

dimension in the context of IIoT. The implication of smart, connected devices in IIoT is the presence of 

embedded software and the consequent need to manage the lifecycle of that software. “In the old days, it 

took ages to design a high-efficiency, high-temperature blade. Today, we simulate it, thanks to our digital 

factory PLM simulation system. We simulate the airflow, the cooling system, and the coding, which is 

important because the temperature at the edges of that turbine blade goes up 1,600 degrees Celsius 

when it’s in use, so we’ve got to really understand what the cooling system is all about and how we 

minimize the gaps in efficiency. Once we’ve done the simulation, we print the blade. “ Additionally, in the 

context of products-as-a-service (the most promising monetization model for IIoT), PLM is expected to 

support the importance of this new service provision context as manufacturers and producers undertake 

in-service monitoring, providing incremental improvements to products at the same time. As 

software/firmware updates become a standard part of the service lifecycle, products will need to be 

defined in a way that allows for future modifications and accommodates sufficient scope for change. 

“Product performance data, whether flow and temperature in a process plant, structural deformation of 

structures or energy consumption in communications equipment, can be processed for short-term 

corrective action but also for re-simulation as part of long-term continuous improvement and next-

generation design.”  

 

 

Augmented (& Virtual) Reality:  The recent Pokémon Go launch has instantly popularized 

“augmented reality” (AR) — a digital technology that makes “virtual” objects part of the world around us (it 

differs from “virtual reality” (VR) where the user is immersed in an entirely alternate universe). However, 

this new app is a turning point, as it leverages advances in computing power, big data and geo-location 

software to change the way we perceive and 

experience the world.  

While experience delivery remains the goal in most 

consumer use-cases, AR is now looking at problem 

resolution and new insight into industrial problems as 

its primary target, with stakes running into hundreds of 

millions of dollars. Field service personnel can use 

mixed reality devices to converge 3D virtual 

information and real time data with physical systems 

to fix and optimize equipment.   

GE is piloting an extensible "field maintenance 

manual" intended to replace the need to deal with bulky printed maintenance manuals for industrial 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/12/technology/pokemon-go-brings-augmented-reality-to-a-mass-audience.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/12/technology/pokemon-go-brings-augmented-reality-to-a-mass-audience.html?_r=0
http://www.newyorker.com/tech/elements/pokemon-go-will-make-you-crave-augmented-reality


 

equipment. The app enables an operator to take any part of the complex assembly being worked on and 

digitally "explode" it, expanding it so that its interlinked component parts are visible. This kind of 3D 

exploded view is superior to a printed page because it can be zoomed and manipulated, and individual 

parts can be directly addressed in the app, rather than having to refer to additional printed pages.  At 

PTC’s recent LiveWorx 2016 conference in Boston, I had a chance to observe PTC’s Vuforia AR being 

used to look-under-the-the-hood of a power generator, virtually. The capability was enabled simply by an 

asset-identifier (similar to a QR code) that pinpointed the machine under observation and proceeded to 

pipe-in and visualize a data-stream emanating from sensors attached to it indicating its machine-health, 

as well its CAD design—model pinpointing its individual parts. All without once touching the machine.   

Take this ability a step further. Replace the static CAD model of the machine with a living breathing 

virtual-model built entirely from the physics of the actual operating asset. And you have the first prototype 

of a Digital Twin. I have written more about this in two previous articles: “The Experience Layer Of The 

Industrial Internet” & “The Mind Of The Machine”.  

 
 

 

3D Printing:   
“We use a lot of 3D printing already. We print small-volume prototypes, and that’s a very important 

method of speeding up innovation. 3D printing is also a huge help  in bridging the 

gap between scale and scope. Scale used to mean that if you did 5,000 blades, it was cheap, and if you 

did only five blades, it was very expensive. Today, it doesn’t matter because those five blades can be 

produced by 3D printing. If you take the scalability out of the equation, you can expand your scope — and 

have a lot size of one.” 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/spimes-service-avatars-digital-twins-praas-chaudhuri?trk=mp-reader-card
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/spimes-service-avatars-digital-twins-praas-chaudhuri?trk=mp-reader-card
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/mind-machine-praas-chaudhuri?trk=mp-reader-card


 

The Coming Commoditization Of IIoT’s Value Chain 

In the three years since industrial IoT arrived as a shiny new bandwagon, things have evolved quite 

rapidly. The consumer side of the IoT flamed-out early thanks to failed promises of monetizable value 

creation. The industrial side took a more pragmatic approach given its high stakes in the game. It tested 

each step for relevance and value potential. More recently however, parts of the IIoT value chain appear 

to be commoditizing rapidly. That may not be a bad thing for the industry’s evolution.  

 
Sensors 

Sensors have become cheaper, smaller and more capable. In some ways they are subject to a version of 

Moore’s Law.   Sensors and semiconductors are a relatively small part of an IoT solution cost. Excluding 

specialized sensors, economies of scale demands a steady reduction in costs and rapid commoditization 

demands a rapid fall in price of sensors as well.  The margin on these sensors is minimal and constantly 

shrinking. . While every endpoint has multiple sensors, not all data generated is utilized for value creation. 

Gateway Hardware 

As processing moves closer to the sensor, there is a potential need to to efficiently push analytics to the 
edge as well. Evolving edge-based computing systems must be able to quickly configure and manage 
thousands of networked measurement devices and push a myriad of analytics and signal processing to 
those nodes. Looking ahead, companies may transition to smarter, software-based measurement nodes 
to keep up with the amount of analog data they’ll be producing. Over the past several years, hardware 
device prices are declining. In addition, competitive products are always emerging. R&D costs for 
developing new hardware continues to increase. Hardware costs account for a significant portion of the 
cost of an IoT solution (between 20-30 %). However, competitive pressures force suppliers to constantly 
provide rebates on list price to win bids. Most components are built on commodity hardware and are 
subject to intense pricing pressures. Margins following industry trend stay low or decline constantly.  

Connectivity Services 

Higher bandwidth wireless connectivity (LTE & 5G) lend themselves to active monitoring and analytics-

driven use-cases. Edge-devices generating high sample-rate high resolution data such as those 

monitoring high-speed rotating equipment require fat-pipes supported by LTE to transmit data. There will 

also be low-power mesh networks (LoRa, SigFox) to support low-bandwidth or passive higher latency use 

cases. Smart-meters, asset-tracking, streetlight sensors and environmental monitoring devices generate 

small bits at periodic intervals, and don’t require continuous connectivity or constant handshake signals to 

verify status. 



 

However, when evaluating applications for the Internet of Things, few generate over a dollar a connection 

per month. Applications such as smart meters (AMIs) or home security typically generate between $0.75 

and $1.50 per connection per month. Connectivity margins are diminishing as customers want to spend 

less and less per month on connectivity but want more connected devices. And this is just on the cellular 

front. It is much harder to generate revenues for fixed line, ZigBee, Z-wave, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and other 

devices. Revenues for those communication protocols are typically a few cents to fractions of a cent. This 

has driven larger carriers towards creating ‘solutions’, platforms and integration services, from simple 

connectivity services. As purely a communication service provider (CSP), revenues and margins are a 

race to zero. 

Data-Storage & Cloud Providers 

The proliferation of sensors in IIoT is signaling a massive explosion of data ahead. As an example, a 
freight train hauling cargo across the country (visualize a common machine with an engine, some 
boxcars, and lots of wheels), can have over 250 sensors measuring 150,000 data points per minute in the 
latest models. A running Boeing jet engine produce 10 terabytes of operational information for every 30 
minutes. A four-engine jumbo jet can create 640 terabytes of data on just one Atlantic crossing. Multiply 
that by the more than 25,000 flights each day. The challenges of data explosion is not restricted to sensor 
data alone. Within asset monitoring applications, traditional measurement systems log every data point to 
disk, even when nothing substantial with the physical phenomena being measured is happening. This can 
result in gigabytes and potentially terabytes of data from thousands of deployed systems that need to be 
analyzed and sifted through offline.  

However, the issue potentially gets vastly more complex in an Industry 4.0 scenario where operational-
technology data is expected to converge routinely with data from enterprise IT data. Often, this collected 
data becomes what is termed dark data - operational data collected yet not being used. Most companies 
document 22% of the data they collect, but they can analyze on average only 5% of it. Hence, the data 
wasted, and still, organizations pay in bandwidth, server space, inefficient retrieval, and overhead to 
maintain this data. 

But costs for cloud storage is falling steadily. Vendors such as Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web 

Services (AWS) have played a key role in supporting development of applications on their cloud platform 

for the past 10 years. Platforms such as AWS and Azure have positioned themselves as the backend 

storage infrastructure. IBM has one too. 

 

IoT Data-Aggregation Infrastructure, Apps Development & Services Delivery 

Platforms  

The IoT data-management platform space is witnessing the launch of a new platform nearly every week. 
Platforms are the core foundation upon which all devices and software are developed. From application 
development to connectivity management to user interfaces and middleware for integration, platforms 
enable IoT solution development and integration. Platform vendors are competing with companies that 
give away their core IoT platform for free (or for a minimal investment).  

It is also now well acknowledged the market for data-management platforms is terribly fragmented. Nearly 
every vendor likes to call themselves ‘platform providers’. Nearly 400 offerings vie for mind-share, some 
well entrenched big brand mainstream players – IBM Watson IoT Platform, AWS IoT Hub/2lemetry, 
Microsoft Azure IoT Suite, Google, SalesForce IoT which entered the IoT space extending their current 
platform as a service (PaaS) offerings with IoT-specific capabilities. These platforms have leverage 
through their strong legacy distribution models and sophisticated partner ecosystems as incumbent PaaS 
players. A few such as ThingWorx and Xively were early movers.   

Other smaller IIoT-focused platform services with niche appeal built on predictive platforms are a more 
recent trend. Nearly all major industrial use-case owner are now embarking on building their own brand of 



 

IIoT platforms, often using mainstream cloud platforms as backend. SAP's Predictive Maintenance and 
Service, Honeywell's Tridium, Siemens' Digital Enterprise Software Suite, Bosch ProSyst, PTC's 
ThingWorx/Axeda/ColdLight suite, Zebra Technologies' Zatar, Eaton, Schneider Electric, Johnson 
Controls, and other so-called cyberphysical system based automation platforms. GE’s Predix platform has 
far stood as a clever model combining existing open source infrastructure platforms like Cloud Foundry 
with a unique set of industry specific capabilities. It remains to be seen whether it can sustain its lead in 
mindshare and platform capabilities. 

Evaluating IoT-platforms in an enterprise context can be an exhausting and an unending exercise. It is 
also becoming apparent elements of industrial IoT’s ecosystem are tracking a familiar evolutionary path 
we saw before in consumer IoT – too many platforms, multiplicity of “me-too” messages, narrow value-
propositions, all vying for attention. The market is crowded with sophisticated platforms that provide the 
backend and infrastructure capabilities required by IoT solutions. Beyond the crowded ecosystem, there 
are only a handful of vendors that have achieved relevant traction with customers, developers, and 
partners in the enterprise. 

 

 

In an earlier article (“PREDIX: Looking At The Road Ahead”) I laid out a set of strategic success 

metrics that drive value and differentiation for a IIoT platform. The set remains a good test of credibility, 

and probably worth revisiting below. 

1. Installed Base Of Equipment Hooked Up To Platform (OEM eqpt. maker) 

2. Competitive Brands Sign-ups 

3. Population size of comparable Platforms in marketplace. 

4. The “Differentiation-Moat”  

5. Size & Growth Of Developer Community Supporting The Platform  

6. Vertical Apps Running On Platform (demos, proof-of-concepts, mockups, test-beds don’t count) 

7. Differentiated Messaging 

8. Proven Economic Value Offered To Platform User. 

9.  New Monetization-Models Created 

10. Incremental Revenue Generated (direct & pull-through) 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/ges-predix-platform-looking-road-ahead-praas-chaudhuri?trk=mp-reader-card


 

One Last Thing . . .  

Avoid Getting Lost In PR Cacophony. 

 

The IoT-Cheerleading Industry Is Growing Faster Than The IoT-Industry Itself.  

The noise of IIoT-cheerleading has reached deafening levels lately. To imagine that a technology 

(software or hardware) vendor with little prior pedigree could drive IIoT’s direction entirely on its own 

marketing/PR steam is an absurd notion. We are observing this farce in many industry events lately.  

Overcome by amusement and stiff boredom at a recent IIoT conference, I doodled a few thoughts 

unconsciously on a notepad (generously provided by the conference-organizer).  

I share this below for your own amusement.   

. 

 

Cheerleading takes many forms. Its quite common to observe a small pool of industrially deployed use-

cases making appearances under different corporate labels, or parading the same experts under different 

sponsorship banners at industry conferences. The circus act appears to be growing lately. To us, this is a 

sign we may have already reached the precipice of Gartner’s hype-curve peak, where an IIoT industry 

correction is a healthier outcome than more of the same noise. 

 

There Is A Very Small Pool Of Fully Deployed Field Use-Cases That Have Demonstrated 

Monetizable Value Creation.  
Most presented at IoT conferences exist in the realm of marketing slideware. Some are merely pilot 

experiment wrapped in layers of marketing/PR in an attempt to establish credible associations. 

Another emerging practice is of launching test-beds (variously called proof-of-concepts or mock-ups). 

They make good stories, they manage to get people’s attention for a bit, in a few cases they may serve a 

useful purpose in taking newly emerging knowledge forward.  

However, it is our observation that most involve very few direct use-case owners (as we defined them 

earlier) and certainly little apparent evidence of real buy-in. They serve as much purpose as what 

PowerPoint slide-decks serve for a startup pitching to venture-investors. Don’t get us wrong. Many 

startups have landed venture investments with that strategy.  

Enterprise value creation on a massive scale is however an entirely different world. 

 

      



 

In Conclusion. 

The industrial IoT world is different from the consumer world. It has real 

machine, it has real use-cases, and it has real operational problems that require 

solutions. And a smart predictive analytics model built for a targeted problem-domain 

does have power to impact hundreds of millions (if not, tens of billions) of dollars for 

a globally operating industrial company.    

But where are the competent data-science and statistical model builders with a willingness and courage 

to get in bed with an industrial company. And commit themselves to solving that domain-problem. The 

upside gains (revenue, reputation, brand, valuation) are significant for such focused players. But there 

may be significant downsides for those failing to solve the domain problem. Sadly, most analytics 

applications vendors have adopted risk-averse platform strategies. Approaching target markets with 

approaches that focus entirely on selling licenses or cloud subscriptions (or in the case of systems 

integrators, throwing a few techie-bodies that understand data-plumbing) is a half-hearted way to 

addressing this market need. 

Success in creating monetize-able value with IIoT is rooted entirely in our willingness to 

roll up sleeves and jump headlong into new problem-domains wielding those predictive 

analytic tools we have seen work in other domains before. 

 

 



 

 


